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Who are the millennials and what do they want? With Euromonitor
International Consumer survey data indicating that only 22% of millennials
globally fulfil the archetype of Undaunted Striver, this report takes a deeper
dive into this diverse cohort, examining the behaviour and buying patterns of a
demographic that, while linked by its adherence to the internet, is also divided
by culture and individualism. The report also considers their impact on global
consumer markets.
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MILLENNIALS:
DEMOGRAPHIC VS INCOME

Millennials – defined here as consumers aged 25-34 years – represent a sizable
demographic, ranging from 11% of the population in ageing Japan, to 18% in more
youthful markets, such as Vietnam and South Africa, to 31% in extreme cases such
as the UAE, where there is a large group of workforce age expats present.
In actual terms, the millennial population is highest in India, at 209 million,
followed by China at 193 million. Beyond this, the next largest population is
found in the US, at 43 million. In these markets, the sheer scale of the millennial
population makes successful targeting of them key to success. Other large
millennial markets are Indonesia, Brazil and Russia.
While the largest millennial populations are found in India and China,
the potential of these markets is reduced by the low average incomes here.
In contrast, the highest incomes for millennials are found in Switzerland,
Norway and Denmark, which have small millennial populations.
There are, however, markets with a good balance between population size and
income. The US has a large millennial population which earns relatively well on
an international scale. Japan, Germany, UK and France also fare quite well in this
regard. Among developing markets, Brazil and Mexico are attractive.
There is more to this picture that actual average income, however. While
millennials in India and China earn low wages by international standards, they
are rich compared to their elders. In many developing markets, millennials are
an unusually wealthy generation, surpassing the incomes of their parents and
grandparents and they are keen to demonstrate this.
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M illennials : D emographic vs Income

In developed markets, the opposite pattern is broadly true: many millennials are
poor compared to their baby boomer parents and face the challenge of high youth
unemployment, as well as student debt burdens, unaffordable housing, low wages
and unstable jobs in zero hours contracts. This impacts the lower end of the
millennial group – those aged 25-29 – most harshly, with the 30-34 age group
typically earning a much better salary.
Millennial Population vs Gross Income 2015

Source: Euromonitor International
Note: The bubble size indicates the average gross income of a millennial
India: Millennial population '000 - 208,543.80 / Millennial gross income
as % of average gross income - 2,410.50
China: Millennial population '000 - 192,663.00/ Millennial gross income
as % of average gross income - 7,436.30
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NOT ALL THE SAME:
CONSUMER SEGMENTATION

Millennials are not all the same: they are a diverse group of people, from the 25
year-old rural Indian mother to the wealthy 29 year-old tech entrepreneur in
Shanghai. Cultural differences abound and, more than this, millennials, like any
other demographic, are individuals spanning a range of personality types.
That said, there is some common
ground between most millennials.
“We’d like less simple talk of
This group is more homogeneous
millennials as though they are one
than older demographics, due to
simple group with shared attitudes.”
the powerful levelling influence
Steve Easterbrook, CEO McDonald’s
of the internet, which exposes
young people the world over to the same cultural icons and lifestyle trends.
Furthermore, they are linked by their powerful connection to the internet: their
familiarity with social media, with being permanently in contact, with living more
public lives.
Euromonitor International used its 2013 Global Consumer Trends Survey of
internet connected customers to sort millennials – and other demographics – into
seven personality types, in order to achieve a greater level of granularity when
examining the behaviours of this demographic. The results revealed how nuanced
and varied Millennials are, how strongly they differ – or do not differ – from other
age groups in their culture and how strongly they differ from each other.
At an international level, the leading type of millennial is the Undaunted Striver,
accounting for 22% of all millennials. The Undaunted Striver is close to the
millennial archetype: a high achieving, confident, ambitious individual who
is nonetheless principled and caring and is very tech/internet orientated. The
Undaunted Striver puts his or her career first, but also has high expectations in
terms of fitness, appearance, status, friendships and ethical and eco issues. This
type of millennial, unsurprisingly, has a particularly strong presence in the US. It
is also the leading personality type in China, where millennials are earning much
more than their parents and care deeply about career success and status.
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N ot A ll the S ame: Consumer S egmentation

What is clear, however, is that the Undaunted Striver represents less than a
quarter of millennials. The second and third most numerous types of millennial
are the Balanced Optimist and the Secure Traditionalist. Both of these
personality types differ quite significantly from the millennial archetype. Both
are more family oriented than the Undaunted Striver and have a good work/
life balance – neither is greatly ambitious. Both are also quite frugal. While the
Balanced Optimist takes a moderate, sensible approach to most things, using
the internet mainly for practical tasks and social contact, maintaining a healthy
lifestyle and acting on principles without spending heavily on ostentatiously
ethical products, the Secure Traditionalist tends to have less interest in social
media, shopping, fitness and the environment.
Which type of millennial is dominant is very much culturally led. While the US,
China and Brazil centre on the ambitious Undaunted Striver, France is led by
introverted Secure Traditionalists; Germany, Russia and the UK by hedonistic
Impulsive Spenders; India by moderate, happy Balanced Optimists; and Japan by
tech-addicted, isolated Independent Sceptics. These different types of millennials
have different lifestyles and different spending habits and need to be targeted in
different ways.
One thing that most markets have in common is that millennials are showing
a shift away from conservative and traditional mindsets and in most cases, are
more optimistic than their elders (even in markets where the reality is that they
are poorer) and place more emphasis on friends and on social status than older
age groups. However, in almost all markets, there is also a sizable millennial
demographic that continues to embrace the attitudes of their traditional culture.
In Japan, for example, the Independent Sceptic is the leading type and shows a
dramatically different personality to other Japanese consumers, while the second
most important consumer type is the Secure Traditionalist, who has a lifestyle
and attitudes much more in line with that of their parents.
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Impact on Consumer Markets

Global Millennials by Consumer Type 2013

Source:

Euromonitor International Global Consumer Trends, 2013
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DEVELOPED VS EMERGING
MARKET MILLENNIALS

There is a broad schism between developed market millennials and developing
market millennials, although there are also many cultural issues impacting
on patterns within both these types of market. Broadly, developed market
millennials have grown up in a global recession and have a lower disposable
income than that of their parents, which has shaped the way they view the world
and their role in it. Most are unable to afford many of the staple purchases that
previous generations took for granted, such as housing and cars. Most will delay
marriage, starting a family and buying a house – many millennials in developed
markets still live in their parents’ home.
While the developed market millennial struggles financially, millennials in the
developing world are, on the whole, the richest generation their nations have yet
known. They have grown up during a period of rapid economic growth, with much
more international influence that their elders and are often more ambitious and
career minded than their elders. They are also more keen to impress others with
their wealth.
While millennials in the developed world wear frugality and minimalism as
a badge, the developing market millennial is proud to display status. Here,
established premium and luxury brands that their developed market counterparts
are often rejecting are held in much higher esteem. The millennial here is happy
to save up for ultra-premium gadgets and clothing.
There are exceptions to this. In the major cities, millennials are starting to
resemble their developed market counterparts. In China, for example, where
high profile, expensive weddings are very popular among wealthy millennials,
there is also a backlash against this, with some couples rebelling and choosing the
“Naked Wedding” – a pared down, minimalist alternative. Housing is also often
out of reach. Many Russians are moving back in with their parents or renting
apartments in satellite cities due to the spiralling cost of housing.
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WHAT DOES THE
MILLENNIAL WANT?

What the millennial wants, of course, varies from person to person, particularly
by culture. However, a number of common wishes can be identified that many
in this demographic prioritise. They want experiences rather than “things”, they
want good value for money, they want products that speak to them specifically
and they want to be heard and interacted with.
Millennials have been dubbed “nowners” by Jamie Gutfreund of brand
consultancy Deep Focus. Despite the importance of status to millennial types
like Undaunted Strivers and Impulsive Spenders, millennials typically limit their
material goods ownership to a few core categories, such as technological gadgets
and clothing. The sharing economy and the availability of downloaded media
means millennials no longer need to own so much stuff – music, films and games
can be accessed via the internet, while big ticket items, such as cars and even
tools, can be rented when needed.
They are also more consumed with value and bargain hunting, particularly in
developed markets. Euromonitor International found that 47% of millennials
plan to increase the amount of money they put into savings, with even hedonistic
types like Undaunted Strivers and Impulsive Spenders scoring highly on this.
Millennials are inclined towards minimalism and a conspicuous anti-materialism
in some cases. Re-using, recycling and charity appeal not only to their frugality
but also to their concerns about the environment and social justice. Internet
penetration also plays a part here, due to the wide availability of price
comparison platforms.
Nevertheless, millennials remain relentlessly optimistic about their financial
future (particularly Undaunted Strivers) and are very willing to spend on some
areas: gadgets, clothes, health and fitness and life experiences (such as travelling)
being among these.
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W HAT D O E S TH E M I L L E N NIAL WANT ?

Both developed and developing markets have seen a shift towards a more
individually focused life. Often derided for their self-obsession, millennials
have come of age during the era of self-promotion via social media and blogs
and an era of living a public life. This trend is seen most strongly in developing
markets such India and China, as these cultures move away from a collective
society towards an individually focused society. It is increasingly common for
millennials to seek out products that are customised or personalised in some
way. This trend is also expressed in the desire for brands to be interactive,
responsive and relatable.
While many millennials may be thought to be self-obsessed, this is also a
generation that is seen to care about social justice and about the environment.
They also care passionately about authenticity and it is important to them
that brands and companies are transparent about their ethical stances. They
typically reject traditional advertising and promotions and are instead much
more influenced by their peers, or by celebrities and vloggers.
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THE SMARTPHONE AS
THE CENTRE OF LIFE

Dubbed “digital natives”, this generation has grown up with the internet and is
highly attached to their smartphone, in particular. According to Euromonitor
International’s Global Consumer Trends Survey, around three quarters of
internet connected consumers aged under 30 years own a smartphone and 24%
of them spend more than three hours a day using their phones.
However, while they use smartphones often and rely on them – particularly for
time and location specific information, activities carried out when out and about,
watching user-generated content, accessing social media, camera function, music
and texting – they do not use a smartphone for everything. Millennials are still
attached to their desktops or laptops for long form information such as reading
blogs, watching video, checking forums and sending emails.
Their relationship with brands and how that connects to the smartphone is
typically complex. While millennials are frequently willing to “like” or “follow”
a brand, this does not necessarily translate into brand loyalty and rarely means
that they are willing to help to promote the brand. Instead, their relationship
with brands on social media is centred on getting access to deals, coupons and
specialised information.
Furthermore, although they use their phones for checking out purchases,
browsing and price comparing, they are much less keen to complete a purchase
with their phone. Their reasons for this are similar to the reasons of their elders:
they prefer a larger screen and are concerned about security issues. However,
they are also more likely than other generations to be put off by frustration with
cumbersome slow loading mobile sites, poor connections or difficulty entering
payment information.
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TRANSLATING WISHES
INTO MARKET DRIVERS

Food
Millennials’ desires and demand patterns – varied as they are – find expression
in the products and services they chooses to purchase. In food, millennials
have a distinct pattern of demand that varies quite significantly from that of
their elders. They place a great premium on health and also perceive health in
a different way. They eat fewer standard meals and snack much more; they are
more adventurous with flavours and want excitement and new experiences both
when eating out and in packaged food – and they expect value for money at the
same time.
Health is important to all age groups, but millennials value it particularly
highly. For this demographic, healthy food is not low fat, artificial foods, but
natural foods that embrace a low carb/sugar, high protein paradigm.
High protein foods is a key trend, particularly in developed markets, with
products such as Greek yoghurts and meat snacks becoming popular among
this demographic.
Snacking is very important to millennials. Not only do they have busy lives
and eschew traditional meal structures, but they demand a lot of their snacks.
Snacks need to be not only convenient, but also healthy, with exciting flavours
and preferably also tick boxes for new experience and sustainability. This has
seen the rise of a wide range of more creative snacks, such as high protein egg
white crisps, premium snack jerky, Doritos Roulette – a snack where you run
the risk of picking a super spicy one – and sweet and savoury popcorn.
Increased ethnic diversity and greater exposure to a wider range of ethnicities
and foods, either at home or through travel, has also increased the desire for
more exciting flavours. The rise of spicy foods and sauces in markets where
spice is not traditional is particularly of note.
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Market D rivers

Individualisation – one of the hallmarks of the millennial – is also playing a
significant role in the packaged food market, with personalised products such
as Coke cans with names on and customised food or snack boxes.
Retail Sales of Sweet and Savoury Snacks in Selected Markets 2014-2019

Source:

Euromonitor International

Leisure
Fitness, fun, technology and new, authentic experiences are central to millennials’
leisure time, as this demographic takes a new approach to their free time.
Fitness is very important to millennials – especially Undaunted Strivers – in
both developed and developing markets. In developing markets, consciously
maintaining fitness – in contrast to living an active life – is new to this
demographic, who are buying up gym memberships. In developed markets,
millennials are taking a different path to fitness than their elders, seeking out
intense exercise that can easily fit into their schedule (short sessions or flexible
timing) and that is also fun and social. Technology is also very important here, for
sharing advice, performance results and in terms of tracking apps – millennials
like customisation here as well as in other aspects of their lives. Fitness clothing is
also important – and needs to be technical while also looking good.
Technology is, of course, a central part of millennial leisure time, with this group
happy to spend on the latest gadget – and in developing markets, happy to
spend on high status or luxury versions of each gadget. Smartphones are central
to this, although millennials also favour laptops and tablets, as well as new
developments, such as wearable technology, which is expected to take off strongly
among Undaunted Strivers and Impulsive Spenders.
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M arket D rivers

Travel is also an important area for millennials. Currently, they are estimated to
account for around 20% of international travellers and are forecast to increase
their number of trips by almost 50% between 2015 and 2020 – with Asian
millennials – especially Chinese consumers – of particular interest. Travel
companies are working hard to attract millennials, with an increased focus on
experience and authenticity over luxury, affordable pricing, self service and very
high technology values. Peer-to-peer platforms – such as Airbnb – are also key for
millennials, who seek out making real connections, authentic experience, value
for money and strong use of technology and social media.
Total Spending by Outbound Travellers by Region 2014-2019
Total Spending by Outbound Travellers by Region 2014-2019
Source:

Euromonitor International

Source: Euromonitor International

Appearance
Clothing and make-up are other areas in which millennials buck the trend of
being “nowners” and show keenness to spend. In developed markets, their
spending is largely focused on value for money products – fast fashion rules in
clothing, while fun Korean brands play very well in make-up.
Fast fashion is not only valued for its low prices and fast turnover of stock but
also holds a certain cachet, with celebrities and fashion magazines heartily
endorsing lower end products – although their ethical stances can be a sticking
point for the more principled millennial. Within this, menswear is a major growth
area among millennial men, who care much more about their appearance – and
have access to more advice via blogs and forums – than their elders. Attractive
sportswear is also important to the fitness orientated millennial, especially the
Undaunted Striver.
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Market D rivers

As with gadgets, the opposite holds true in developing markets, with many
millennials seeking out prestige brands in make-up and designer clothing.
Impressing others is very important and established brands are still very
well respected.
Personalisation and interactivity is as important in beauty care as it is in food for
millennials, with a rash of digital solutions emerging to appeal to their need for
individual solutions. Try-on technology, skin analysis and mirror apps all play
well to this demographic, as does a curated but interactive sales environment,
whether retail or online.
Total Retail Sales of Beauty and Personal Care by Region 2014-2019

Source: Euromonitor International
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TARGETING THE
RIGHT MILLENNIAL

The Undaunted Striver
The Undaunted Striver is a prime target for marketers. High achieving and
relatively high earning, the Undaunted Striver has high life expectations and is
very willing to spend to meet them. Not only this: the Undaunted Striver is also
a key influencer and an ideal target for new and innovative products, as he or
she is likely to be an early adopter and likely to inspire others to follow suit.

Summary 1
Key markets

The Undaunted Striver
China
US
Brazil

Products

Healthy snack foods, exotic flavours
Fashionable or high end restaurants
Fitness gear, apps
Authentic experiential travel
High tech gadgets such as wearable electronics
Prestige and fast fashion brands

Positioning

Ethical
Healthy
Innovative, bold
High tech
Social media marketing
Online sales/m-commerce

Source:

xiv

Euromonitor International
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Targeting the R ight M illennial

The Impulsive Spender
The Impulsive Spender is also a key opinion former, a high spender and a
consumer who is keen to be the first to buy new products from fashionable
brands. Impressing others is key to this consumer. A busy, social animal, the
Impulsive Spender is a great target for products that help him or her engineer
or improve their social life, whether that is through lipstick, a great new
restaurant, or a new social media app.
Summary 2
Key markets

The Impulsive Spender
UK
Germany
Russia

Products

Snacks, convenience foods
Clothing and footwear; accessories
Social events: fashionable new restaurants

Positioning

Heavy focus on social media for marketing; online sales
including m-commerce
Impulse purchases
High status; conspicuous branding
Brand more important than quality
New, limited edition, celebrity endorsed

Source:

Euromonitor International

The Secure Traditionalist
The Secure Traditionalist is a departure from the general assumptions about the
lifestyle habits of the millennials, but is nevertheless a major consumer type in
France, Japan and Germany. The Secure Traditionalist rejects social media and
online marketing, and is best targeted in more traditional ways. However, being
frugal and uninterested in status or brands, the Secure Traditionalist is best
targeted with simple products that offer a clear and well defined function, and
represent excellent value for money – especially in a family home.
Summary 3
Key markets

The Secure Traditionalist
France
Japan
Germany

Products

Simple technology
Healthy foods

Positioning

Traditional marketing and retail channels; not social media
Value for money
Useful/pragmatic

Source:

Euromonitor International
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Targeting the R ight Millennial

The Balanced Optimist
Balanced Optimists are willing to spend on products they deem valuable,
but are not particularly concerned with image or impressing everyone.
They are open to innovation, but are not prone to jumping wildly on every
new bandwagon without carefully researching and weighing up its cost and
benefits. Happy to shop online, they draw the line at insecure connections on
m-commerce or clunky navigation.
Summary 4
Key markets

The Balanced Optimist
India
US
Russia

Products

Fitness gear (no gimmicks)
Healthy food
Authentic, simple holidays (such as peer-to-peer lodging)
Active holidays

Positioning

Online marketing
Online or bricks and mortar sales; not m commerce
Balance of quality and value
Pragmatic rather than status led
Environmentally friendly/safe

Source:

xvi

Euromonitor International
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ABOUT EUROMONITOR
INTERNATIONAL

Established in 1972, Euromonitor International is the world leader in strategy
research for consumer markets. Comprehensive international coverage and
leading edge innovation make our products an essential resource for companies
locally and worldwide.
Our global market research database, Passport, provides statistics, analysis,
reports, surveys and breaking news on industries, countries and consumers
worldwide. Passport connects market research to your company goals and
annual planning, analysing market context, competitor insight and future
trends impacting businesses globally. And with 90% of our clients renewing
every year, companies around the world rely on Passport to develop and
expand business operations, answer critical tactical questions and influence
strategic decision making.
Request a live demonstration to discover more about the power of Passport,
or purchase the full report Millennials: Impact of their Behaviour on Global
Consumer Markets.
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